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September 13, 1991

.
Docket No. 50-336

A09699

FI: Employee Concerns

Mr. Charles V. Behl, Director
Division of Reactor Projects
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Dear Mr. Behl:

Millstone Nuclear Pover Station, Unit No. 2

RI-91-A-0113N

Ve have completed our review of the identified issues concerning activities
at Millstone Station. As requested in your transmittal letter, our
response does not contain any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards
information. The material contained ir. this response may be released to
the public and placed in the NRC Public Document Room at your discretion.
The IEC letter and our response have received controlled and limited
distribution on a "need to know" basis during the preparation of this
response. f..iditional time in which to respond to these issues was granted
by the Staff in telephone conversations of August 12 and August 30, 1991..

;

ISSUE 113N-
1

On May 20, 1991, an operator observed an abnormal indication on the Unit 2 .

)stack radiation monitor (RM 8168). The abnormal indication was no
variation on the meter. The operators secured and immediately reinstated
power to the monitor and the meter response was noted to have returned. On
May 21, operators again observed no variation in the monitor output. A
trouble report was initiated and the technical specification action
statement was entered for an inoperable monitor. The one day delay is an
example of operators failing to promptly initiate a corrective action
request and failing to enter the technical specification action statements ;

vhen required. ,
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e September 13, 1991

Request: j

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you haive |

taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance with regard to |

safety of the identified deficiencies. |
!

ISSUE 136: |
From June 3 to June 5,1991 repetitive failures vere noted in the control !
room indication for the Unit 2 vent stack high range radiation monitor I
RM8168A/B. On June 3 the ' failure" lamp was lit, and on June 5, 1991 a t

* Trouble Tag" was found to be in place. The required technical f
specification action statements vere not complied with during these !

repetitive failures. |
t

Request:

'Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in equipment availability or procedure compliance are identified, please |
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent recurrence j

and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiencies with j'

respect to safety. |

!
Responses 113 & 136:

As issues 113 and 136 both del with technical specification action j

statements relating to radiation monitor RM 8168, they vill both be i

answered in a single response as follovs.

The chronology of observations reported in the two issues agrees with i
entries in the Millstone Unit No. 2 Shift Supervisor's log, and with a :

chronology of Instrumentation & Controls (I&C) Department troubleshooting |
I

and repair activities.

Relative to the specific decisions cited or implied in Issues 113 and 136,
no failures to take required action occurred, as discussed in the.following
comments.

Taking immediate action to restore normal system output following an
observed abnormal indication on RM 8168 was an appropriate response for a
single ' lockup' of this microprocessor-based instrument. Such occurrences
are not unusual. Removing power to this monitor and then immediately
restoring it, in effect " resets" the device to its normal mode of
operation. For this reason, the instrument is monitored routinely. It

would not be necessary to submit a Trouble Report (TR) for such an isolated
anomaly since the operator was able to immediately restore expected display
outputs, and the full operational capability of the device was confirmed.
Furthermore, entry into an action statement vould not be appropriate since
the radiation monitor operated properly once it was reset. .

|

I

.
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!

The RM 8168 performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 was |
repetitive, not understood, and not resettable. Evaluating the radiation |
monitor as "out of service" as indicated by the Shift Supervisor's log ;

entry of 0800, the operators entered the applicable Technical Specification ;

action statement, and remained in that condition until May 23, 1991, when
replacement of a failed pover supply was completed af ter I&C identified the
cause of the indication problems as a broken vire and failed 24 volt
output. |

Since the performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 vas
repetitive, not understood, and not resettable, both actions (i.e.,

submitting the Trouble Report and entering the Technical Specification '

action statement Table 3.3-6, Action 17) were clearly appropriate. |
;

During the period from June 3 to June 5,1991, Millstone Unit No. 2 was in !

Mode 5. In Mode 5 radiation detector RM 8168 is not required to be ;

operable, hence under no conditions of RM 8168 performance vould the plant |
have entered into, or been operated in accordance with, the Technical |

Specification action statement for RM 8168. |

The two scenarios noted above vere the result of a single problem. During
the period from approximately May 24 through late July 1991, the LIC-8168
power supply anomaly caused intermittent power failure interrupts to be
processed by the microprocessor. The intermittent lockup problem caused RM
8168 to stop normal processing functions, recognizable in the control room
by the radiation monitor display not changing and not responding to the
test push button. This problem was known to the control room operators, |

1 and corrective action to reset the radiation monitor was taken as needed.
Throughout this period, it was the judgment of on-shift sprervisory
personnel, Operations management, and I&C management (specifically
discussed in a draft Operability Evaluation approved by the I&C Manager on
July 19, 1991), that RM 8168 remained operable, i.e. fully capable of
meeting its Technical Specification functions.

In summary, after troubleshooting vas completed, it was concluded that
RM 8168 vas operated in a slightly degraded state for several veeks. This
degradation manifested itself to control room operators as an intermittent
lockup of the radiation monitor, easily reset by on-shift operations
personnel. These personnel vere alerted to the problem and checked the
monitor regularly for proper operation.

On-shift supervisory personnel are tasked with initiating the appropriate
corrective action and compensatory measures for equipment performance
problems encountered during their shift. Judgment is frequently involved
in such determinations. Supervisors in the Operations Department are

I selected, trained, counseled and evaluated on their performance in such

| activities. The Operations Manager, other members of plant management, and
specifically the Unit Duty Officer are available to consult with the Shift

1 -

.
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i

Supervisor concerning the level of response required for a given plant ;

iperformance anomaly. Similarly, various members of the staff review plant
performance and corrective actions taken on a regular basis during the ;

vorkday; in this fashion shift operators' responses receive frequent and
.

!

multidisciplinary reviews on a continuing basis.
fAt no time during the events described in Issues 113 and 136, nor at any

time during the period of degraded RM 8168 operations, vere the Shift |

Supervisors' judgments concerning operability or the need for corrective |
!

action found to be in error. Therefore, these assertions are not valid.
i

Ve vere not avare that these vere issues of concern prior to receiving your |
,

letter of July 9,1991.
i
t

ISSUE 114-1 (Unit 3):

On May 22, 1991 during the MP-3 refuel outage a calibration errer of the
accumulator tank level transmitters was identified. The error was in the !

range of 25% due to static fluid between the transmitter and the instrument
The calibration procedure did not address the error due to the leveltaps.

instrumentation piping configuration; therefore, the procedure was ;

inadequate. Further, if the present instrument indication is correct, then
it was achieved by using zero span adjustments without adhering to the !

calibration procedure.
|
<

IRequest (Unit 3):

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
'

in calibration procedures or procedural compliance are identified, please
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent

Please provide us with an assessment of the significance withrecurrence.
regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

Response:

We have found no justification for the statements made in issue 114-1. A

calibration of the accumulator tank level transmitters was started on
February 7, 1991 and successfully completed on March 18, 1991. No work vas
performed on May 22, 1991, nor does the Shift Supervisor's log indicate
that such an error was identified on or near that date.

An error of 8.5% vas found to exist between level indications on a commonaccumulator after completion of the refuel outage calibration dated
February 18, 1991. This was in excess of the 5% desired maximum error
between common channels and prompted a survey of "As-Built * transmitter

on March 16, 1991. The Engineering Calculation andinstallations vere revised to reflect the survey data. A second calibrationSurveillance
was completed on March 18, 1991 vith a noted maximum error of 0.47%.

.
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The difference between indicated and actual level for the period of 1

February 18, 1991 to March 18, 1991 was 13.3%.

As a result of the elevation differences discovered between channels, ve
knov that the maximum and minimum indicated range is different for each
transmitter. An example is that one indicator vould read down to 6550
gallons while the other indicator on the same tank vould stop at 6555
gallons. There is no salety significance involved with the difference as
both these indicated ranges are vell beyond the operating limits specified
in Technical Specif t :ations.

Yellow caution tags have been placed on the indicators to specify the
minimum and maximum display values for each transmitter. New readout
scales have been generated for the indicators to allow removal of the
yellow caution tags. Ve are currently vorking to install these readout
scales.

Ve are confident that the new method of calibration is more accurate, more
repeatable and less time consuming to perform. Indication differences
between redundant channels on all accumulators are less than 44 gallons.

The present instrument indication is correct and the new calibration method
vill improve reliability. The calibration procedure vas always adhered to
during calibrations. No zero or span adjustments vere made unless directed
by procedure, which is based on the Engineering Calculation. This
assertion is therefore not valid, and ve vere not avare that this was a
concern until notification by the Staff's letter of July 9,1991.

ISSUE 114-2 (Unit 1):

On May 22, 1991 during the installation of the IRM cable detector
assemblies under the reactor vessel, the RVP/BP controls vere inadequate
and resulted in the possible ingestion of radioactive material by a vorker.
The cable vas identified as "5K smearable" on May 22, 1991 and the RVP
required workers to vear respirators. Bovever, on May 21, 1991, the RVP
did not require respirators to do the same job.

Request (Unit 1):

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence. Please provide us with an assessment of the
significance with regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

Response:

This assertion is not valid. The Bealth Physics controls for the under
vessel IRM/SRM vork vere both adequate and conservative.

.
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,

The "5K smearable" referred to in issue 114-2 is the loose surface
contamination detected during health physics surveys. This information is
expressed in terms of thousands of disintegrations per minute (dps) over a
surface area of 100 square centimeters (cm2). On May 22, 1991, the
radiological data for the IRM cable work indicated a range of smearable
contamination from SK to 300K dpm/100 cm2 loose surface contamination. On
the previous day the loose surface contamination had been 20K to 50K
dpm/100 cm2.

The Health Physics department uses air samples in conjunction with a
threshold loose surface contamination value of 100K dpm/100 cm2 for
considering the required use of respiratory protection for this type of
vork. On May 21, conditions vere such that the RVP required face shields
and respiratory protection only if the vork area contained dripping vater
from above. On May 22, as a result of the work done the previous day the
loose surface contamination survey results increased from the previous ;

day's maximum of 50K to a new value of 300K. The air sample data obtained
during and after the previous day's work did not require the use of
respirators. Bovever, based on this change in smearable contamination in
the work area, Eealth Physics took the conservative step of requiring
respirators.

'

actions of Health Physics in requiring respirators on the day at issueThe
vas a conservative step and no safety deficiencies are indicated. A review
of personnel contam4 nation events for the month of May 1991, reveals no
personnel contamination events as a result of IRM/SRM under-vessel vork.
We vere not aware of this concern until receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUE 116:

Recently, a tagging error occurred during preparations for maintenance on
the Clean Liquid Radioactive Vaste Effluent Monitor (RM 9049). The

solenoid valve isolation valves that needed to be tagged in accordance with
prerequisites for the job vere not tagged. Specifically, the valves
designated to be traced by procedures IC2404AA and IC 2404AC vere not
traced because the operations tag form was used to verify the tagging. The
root cause of the error can be attributed to the I&C technician (who
verified the tagging) not being trained and qualified as a " job

supervisor". Although there was a qualified job supervisor associated with
the work, this individual was allowed to leave the work area while an
unqualified individual continued the job.,

i

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in vork control are identified, please provide us with the corrective
actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of
the deficiencies with respect to safety.

.

t
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Response:

) This is a valid concern. The root cause of the tagging error at issue was
a personnel error made by a plant equipment operator who placed the tags on!

the vrong valves. This error was not detected by the I&C personnel
assigned to the task who vere expected to verify the adequacy and placement
of the tagging. Verification was only made of the adequacy of the tagging
documented by the completed tag log sheet in the Automated Vork Order (AVO)
package. The actual placement of the tags vas not verified as correct as
required by procedure ACP 2.02C - Vork Orders.

1

Ve vere aware of this issue prior to receipt of the Staff's notification. '

As one action to prevent recurrence, all .I&C personnel have been reminded
of their responsibility to verify both the adequacy and the placement of <

safety tagging. There was no safety significance to the tagging error that |

vas made. There vere no releases as a result of this event.

A task group has been formed to review tagging errors at all three
Millstone units and provide an assessment of the level of performance of
the station reEarding the quality and implementation of the tagging 1

program. This group vill also provide recommendations to station |

management for ensuring that plant procedures and their use by our j
employees are adequate to minimize tagging errors in the future. !

i

i This group vill present its recommendations to improve the program along i

vith an action plan for enhanced human performance to station management I

for review. If appropriate, a meeting with Region I Staff vill be i
'

scheduled at the completion of this review to discuss the results of any
actions planned.

ISSUE 122:

On or about May 29, 1991 vorkmen vere dispatched to troubleshoot a flow
problem with the plant vent stack monitor (RM 8032AB) { sic). At the time,
the "A" sample pump vas running, pump "B" vas off and flov vas as expected.
The pumps vere svitched to permit the workers to investigate the flov

|
problem. Pump "A" vas stopped, but "B" did not start due to a preventive
maintenance action that was still in progress. As a result, the stack

i

' monitor was out of service for 10-15 minutes.

Request:

Please discuss.the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in vork control are identified, please provide us with the corrective ,

actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of |

the deficiencies with respect to safety. !
i

!
!

|

I

i

.
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Response

This assertion is not valid. On May 27, 1991 a trouble report was
submitted to the Maintenance department to determine why the RM 8132 sample
fan vould not develop proper flov. Later that same evening the sample f an
was tagged out of service. On May 29, 1991 I&C personnel worked on RM
8132B, using AVO M2-91-05446, to check the lov flow problem identified on
May 27. The " Tagging Required" section of the AVO indicated that a
Technical Specification action statement was involved. This entry was made
by the control room operator at the time the AVO vas released.

On May 29, at 1310 hours, the plant entered Technical Specification action
statement 3.3.3.10.a, Table 3.3-13, Action 2 for RM 8132 being out of
servict. The plant was logged out of the action statement at 1740 hours
that same day. Nothing in the Shift Supervisor's log indicates this was
anything other than a planned event. Realizing that one sample pump vas
out of service for preventive maintenance and that the other might have
flow problems, it was proper to enter the action statement and
troubir thnot the remaining pump.

We work control deficiency associated with this mainte-

nance shooting activity. Ve vere not aware that this was an issue
of cora zor to receipt of the Staff's letter.g

ISSUE 128:

On June 1, 1991 a vorker learned that he had been assigned duty as the
on-call I&C technician (Unit 2 Emergency plan) for a 24 hour period from
the morning of May 30 th ough the morning of May 31, 1991. The worker was
unavare of this assignment on May 29 when he informed his supervisor that
he vould not be at vork on May 30 for personal reasons. The vorker did not
pick up the department radio paging device and no one else vas asrigned as
his replacement. Lapses in on-call coverage such as this example occur on
a routine frequency.

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in the on-call coverage for emergency planning are identified, please
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent

,

recurrence. In addition, please assess the frequency and significance with -

respect to safety of lapses in on-call coverage by the Instrument and
Controls and Maintenance technical staffs.

Response

This is a valid concern, of which Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO)
is well avare. A lapse in on-call coverage for this particular I&C
Technician position did occur on May 30, 1991. Bovever, three I&C
Technicians and three Maintenance Technicians, one per unit, are on call at .
any time.

.
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i

On-call schedules are published monthly and cover a period of one month and j
'five days. They are distributed at the end of each month so that the

on-call personnel know their assignments for the upcoming month. A person |

| assigned to be on-call May 30/31 vould have been made aware of that
! assignment by receiving a copy of the on-call list in late April. It is

the responsibility of the individual to review the list on a regular basis
|

to ensure that they pick up a radiopager on their assigned days. ,

Being excused from work for personal reasons does not automatically release |

an individual from on-call responsibilities. Emergency Plan Implementation |

Procedure (EPIP) 4211 directs an individual on-call but unable to fulfill
their on-call obligations to arrange for a qualified substitute themselves. ,

An exception to this is if a person calls in sick on the day they are to :

assume the on-call responsibilities. Then supervision vill assign another ;

- individual. If an individual becomes incapacitated or othervise unable to |

!fulfill their on-call responsibilities outside of normal working hours,
EPIP 4211 directs that individual to notify the Millstone Unit No. 1 Shift ,

Supervisor (SS) vho vill assign the Millstone Unit No. 1 Shift Superviscr i

'Staff Assistant (SSSA) to find a qualified relief.

The purpose of the on-call Station Emergere Organization (SEO) is to
provide augmentation of shift personnel to provide ad(quate and timely
response to abnormal and emergency conditions. Any one system has failure
probabilities, e.g., individual pager failure, auto accident or breakdown
during response, etc. In view of this, Millstone Station has developed a
response in-depth program which provides reasonable assurance that adequate
SEO staffing is available in a timely manner. The I&C and Maintenance
Supervisors also supplement the SEO thereby exceeding Emergency Plan
requirements.

Lapses in on-call coverage for certain technician positions occur more
frequently than ve consider acceptable from a management perspective but
not from a safety perspective. Ve have not had a total lapse in coverage
for any of the Maintenance or I&C technician positions this year because of i

our response in-depth approach. If an individual from Millstone Unit No. 2
did not respond to a radiopager message during an emergency, the Millstone
Unit No. 1 SSSA, upon notification by the Millstone Unit No. 2 SS, vould !

call that individual at home using the telephone. If the individual could
not be reached or was not able to respond, the Millstone Unit No. 1 SSSA
vill contact the next person on the on-call schedule for the same position
to determine availability to assume the on-call assignment. If necessary
the SSSA vill continue to call until a qualified relief is found. This |

process limits the significance of any lapses in coverage.
I

jNNECO has recently upgraded the Emergency Notification System to
automatically verify the on-call SEO positions that have been notified of '

the event (called into the station system). This enables the on-shift
emergency communicators to make back-up calls to alternate SEO members.
Each SE0 position has a minimum of five trained staff and most non-manager
positions have between ten and twenty. Ve have taken further steps to
sttsngthen the on-call assignment to the SEO, dissemination of on-call
schedules to individuals, and have a traceable means of verification:

a
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1. A major revision is planned to EPIP 4211, "On Call Procedure",

clarifying and strengthening the responsibilities of the Lead Managers
and on-call individuals.

2. The station's Emergency Plan Coordinator has been assigned 1
'

responsibility for maintaining and monitoring of the on-call schedule.
i
'

3. A nev procedure, EPIP 4617, " Station Emergency Organization Response

|
Verification Drill", to require a quarterly unannounced activation of ),

the SEO is under final reviev.
|

!

| I

---ISSUE 129: I

I

the periodic evolution of refilling the volume controlJune 3,1991,'

On
(VCT) level instrument reference leg was performed in accordance withtank

procedure IC-2428F. During the reference leg fill, a worker noted an
unexpected increase in VCT level. Because of this unexpected increase, it

suspected that the evolution actually drained the VCT reference leg.was
This observation was reported to supervision. Pressure in the primary
makeup vater supply was checked, and it was discovered that valve 2CH-195
in the supply path was red tagged closed instead of being in the open
position as specified by step 6.2 of procedure IC-2428F. The valve

check had been performed by a Plant Equipment Operator. At thatalignment
time the PE0 did not perform a hands-on position check of valve 2CH-195 and

i

failed to notice the red tag indicating the valve was closed. There was a
iconflict between the work procedure IC-2428F, which required valve 2CH-195

to be open, and the requirement to prevent boron dilution during reactor
shutdown, which required the valve to be closed.

:
'

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assert;ons. If any deficiencies
in vork control, attention to detail, or vork procedures are identified, j

please provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent
and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiency c

recurrence
3with respect to safety.

J
i

Responses i

In stating that valve 2CH-195 vas tagged closed, as required to prevent ;

boron dilution during reactor shutdown, the assertion is accurate.
Interviews with the I&C and Operations personnel involved have determined t

|that there vas a miscommunication regarding whether or not the valve lineup
had been completed. The Plant Equipment Operator (PEO) had not previously |

told the I&C technician that the valve lineup had been completed when he
was informed that the valve had been found closed.

The importance of complete and precise communications is stressed regularly '

,

to Millstone Unit No. 2 operators, and examples of intra- and inter-
departmental communication shortcomings are used in training and counseling ;

sessions. !
,

I

;
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As this was the required valve position for the reactor conditions, and I

procedure IC 2428F is designed to ensure that the reference leg filling ;

evolution does not adversely impact the VCT level indication process, there ;

vas no safety significance involved. We vere not aware that this was an '

issue of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter. j

ISSUg 130:
i

on May 31, 1991, during the replacement of a local pressure indication gage '

PIB167 in the condensate recovery system a worker vas issued the wrong part :

(diaphragm isolated liquid filled gage [ sic]) to replace a conven.ional j

gage that was already in service. Instrument and Controls supervision is !

responsible to verify plant and equipment conditions, such as replacement |

part suitability before authorizing work on a system. |
i.

'
Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies '

are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have ;

taken to prevent recurrence and provide an assessment with respect to ;

safety of the deficiency. |
J
'

Response:

The issue of the wrong gauge being issued to be installed is accurate. The j
difference in gauge typt was noted by the instrument specialist and he j
obtained and installed the correct model gauge. ;

Issuing replacement parts is not a normal activity for the first-line i
!

supervisor. Typically, replacement parts are identified and drawn from
those maintained in stock. In this case the parts were kept in the I&C ]
shop and the box in which the parts were stored was mislabeled. The i
supervisor mistook the diaphragm isolated gauge as one appropriate to be ]
installed in this application.

There is no safety significance to this event. The pressure gauge monitors
the discharge pressure of the auxiliary steam system condensate recovery
tank. This system has no safety function and the proper gauge was
identified and installed. For safety-related systems, the parts required
for maintenance are obtained from the Stores Department via a Material
Issue Form which documents traceability of the parts issued. No additional
action to prevent recurrence, other than review of the issue with the
supervisor, is planned.

After our review and evaluation, ve find that these issues did not present
any indication of a compromise of nuclear safety. We recognize the need to
strive for a higher level of performance in these areas and we are
aggressively working toward that objective. Ve appreciate the opportunity

|

1

.
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to respond and explain the basis of our actions and we appreciate your
granting additional time beyond the original 30 days for us to complete our
work. Please contact my staff if there are further questions on any of
these matters.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

!

i
E. J.~ Kroczka v 1

Senior Vice President j
.

cc: V. J. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. 1, 2,

and 3
E. C. Venzinger, Chief, Projects Branch No. 4, Division of Reactor

Projects
E. M. Kelly, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 4A .

* J. T. Shedlosky, NRC, Millstone Nuclear Power Station

i

i

;

I

!

|
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A09699

91-llb -

RE: Employee Concerns y

91-129

Mr. Charles V. Behl, Director Q|-135)
Division of Reactor Projects bl-@U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

1

Dear Mr. Behl:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2
RI-91-A-0113N

|

Ve have completed our review of the identified issues concerning activities
at Millstone Station. As requested in your transmittal letter, our

does not contain any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguardsresponse
information. The material contained in this response may be released to
the public and placed in the NRC Public Document Room at your discretion.
The NRC letter and our response have received controlled and limited
distribution on a "need to know" basis during the preparation of this

Additional time in which to respond to these issues was grantedresponse.
by the Staff in telephone conversations of August 12 and August 30, 1991.

ISSUE ll3N:

On May 20, 1991, an operator observed an abnormal indication on the Unit 2
stack radiation monitor (RM 8168). The abnormal indication was no
variation on the meter. The operators secured and immediately reinstated
power to the monitor and the meter response vas noted to have returned. On

May 21, operators again observed no variation in the monitor output. A
l trouble report was initiated and the technical specification action

statement was entered fc an inoperable monitor. The one day delay is an
example of operators fa. ling to promptly initiate a corrective action
request and failing to enter the technical specification action statements
when required.
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Request
i

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
J

are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
i taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance with regard

to

safety of the identified deficiencies.
;

ISSUE 136:
]) failures were noted in the controlFrom June 3 to June 5,1991 repetitive

. room indication for the Unit 2 vent stack high range radiation monitor
RM8168A/B. On June 3 the " failure" lamp was lit, and on June 5,

1991 a'

.
" Trouble Tag" vas found to be in place. The required technical|

specification action statements vere not complied with during these
repetitive failures.

Request:

|
Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies

,

identified, please
in equipment availability or procedure compliance are

; provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent recurrence
and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiencies with
respect to safety.#

Responses 113 & 136:
]

As issues 113 and 136 both deal vith technical specification action !

statements relating to radiation moni+or RM 8168, they vill both be
^;

|
answered in a single response as follov

;

i The chronology of observations reported in the two issues agrees with2

entries in the Millstone Unit No. 2 Shift Supervisor's log, and with a
chronology of Instrumentation & Controls (IEC) Department troubleshooting

,

'

and repair activities.
4

to the specific decisions cited or implied in Issues 113 and 136,
) Relativeno failures to take required action occurred, as discussed in the following
'

comments,
|

i Taking immediate action to restore normal system output following
a' 3

observed abnormal indication on RM 8168 vas an appropriate response for eSuch occurrencessingle ' lockup' of this microprocessor-based instrument.
are not unusual. Removing power to this monitor and then immediately
restoring it, in effect " resets" the device to its normal mode of

I*

the instrument is monitored routinely. It
operation. For this reason,
vould not be necessary to submi* a Trouble Report (TR) for such an isolated

;
'

anomaly since the operator was sole to immediately restore expected display
and the full operational capability of the device was confirmed.

;

entry into an action statement vould not be appropriate sinceoutputs, ,

.

Furthermore,
the radiation monitor operated properly once it was reset.

1
t

$

.
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The RM 8168 performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 was
repetitive, not understood, and not resettable. Evaluating the radiation
monitor as "out of service" as indicated by the Shift Supervisor's log ,

entry of 0800, the operators entered the applicable Technical Specification {
action statement, and remained in that condition until May 23, 1991, when i

replacement of a failed power supply was completed af ter I6C identified the I

cause of the indication problems as a broken wire and failed 24 volt j
output.

jSince the performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 was
repetitive, not understood, and not resettable, both actions (i.e., i

submitting the Trouble Report and entering the Technical Specification :

action statement, Table 3.3-6, Action 17) were clearly appropriate. |

- During the period.from June 3 to June 5, 1991, Millstone Unit No. 2 was in _

Mode 5. In Mode 5 radiation detector RM 8168 is not required to be |
operable, hence under no conditions of RM 8168 performance vould the plant
have entered into, or been operated in accordance with, the Technical
Specification action statement for RM 8168. ;

The two scenarios noted above were the result of a single probles. During
the period from approximately May 24 through late July 1991, the LIC-8168 .

!power supply anomaly caused intermittent power failure interrupts to be
!processed by the microprocessor. The intermittent lockup probles caused RM

8168 to stop normal processing functions, recognizable in the control room
by the radiation monitor display not changing and not responding to the '

test push button. This problem was known to the control room operators, |

and corrective action to reset the radiation monitor was taken as needed.
Throughout this period, it was the judgment of on-shift supervisory ;

personnel, Operations management, and I&C management (specifically
discussed in a draft Operability Evaluation approved by the IEC Manager on
July 19, 1991), that RM 8168 remained operable, i.e. fully capable of
meeting its Technical Specification functions. ;

i

In summary, after troubleshooting was completed, it was concluded that |
RM 8168 was operated in a slightly degraded state for several weeks. This
degradation manifested itself to control room operators as an intermittent
lockup of the radiation monitor, easily reset by on-shift operations
personnel. These personnel were alerted to the problem and checked the
monitor regularly for proper operation.

On-shift supervisory personnel are tasked with initiating the appropriate
corrective action and compensatory measures for equipment performance
problems encountered during their shift. Judgment is frequently involved
in such determinations. Supervisors in the Operations Department are
selected, trained, counseled and evaluated on their performance in such
activities. The Operations Manager, other members of plant management, and
specifically the Unit Duty Officer are available to consult with the Shift

.
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a,-

Supervisor concerning the level of response required for a given plant
performance anomaly. Similarly, various members of the staff review plant ,

"

performance and corrective actions taken on a regular basis during the
workdays in this fashion shift operators' responses receive frequent and
multidisciplinary reviews on a continuing basis. |

At no time during the events described in Issues 113 and 136, nor at any
time during the period of degraded RM 816d operations, were the Shift
Supervisors' judgments concerning operability or the need for corrective
action found to be in error. Therefore, these assertions are not valid.

We vere not aware that these were issues of concern prior to receiving your ,

letter of July 9, 1991. ;

ISSUg 114-1 (Unit 3):

On May 22, 1991 during the MP-3 refuel outage a calibration error of the
accumulator tank level transmitters was identified. The error was in the

irange of 25% due to static fluid between the transmitter and the instrument
IThe calibration procedure did not address the error due to the leveltaps.

instrumentation piping configuration; therefore, the procedure was
inadequate. Further, if the present instrument indication is correct, then ,

it was achieved by using zero span adjustments without adhering to the
calibration procedure. ;

Request (Unit 3):

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in calibration procedures or procedural compliance are identified, please
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent

Please provide us with an assessment of the significance withrecurrence.
regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

|
Response: ,

Ve have found no justification for the statements made in issue 114-1. A
i

calibration of the accumulator tank level transmitters was started on
February 7, 1991 and successfully completed on March 18, 1991. No work was
performed on May 22, 1991, nor does the Shift Supervisor's log indicate j

that such an error was identified on or near that date. .

'

An error of 8.5% vas found to exist between level indications on a common
accumulator after completion of the refuel outage calibration dated i

February 18, 1991. This was in excess of the 5% desired maximum error
between common channels and prompted a survey of "As-Built" transmitter i

installations on March 16, 1991. The Engineering Calculation and ,

Surveillance were revised to reflect the survey data. A second calibration !

was completed on March 18, 1991 vith a noted maxieus error of 0.47%. i
a

:
,

1
1

- !
;

)
;

, .

'
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The difference between indicated and actual level for the period of
February 18, 1991 to March 18, 1991 was 13.3%.

As a result of the elevation differences discovered between channels, we'

know that the maximum and minimum indicated range is different for each
<

transmitter. An saanple is that one indicator would read down to 6550
gallons while the other indicator on the same tank would stop at 6555

.

gallons. There is no safety significance involved with the difference as
both these indicated ranges are vell beyond the operating limits specified
in Technical Specifications.

Tellow caution tags have been placed on the indicators to specify the'

minimum and maximum display values for each transmitter. New readout'

scales have been generated for the indicators to allow removal of the
yellow caution tags. Ve are currently working to install these readout
scales.

We are confident that the new method of calibration is more accurate, more
j repeatable and less time consuming to perform. Indication differences

between redundant channels on all accumulators are less than 44 gallons.
;

The present instrument indication is correct and the new calibration method
vill improve reliability. The calibration procedure was always adhered to
during calibrations. No zero or span adjustments were made unless directed
by procedure, which is based on the Engineering Calculation. This
assertion is therefore not valid, and we vere not aware that this was a; concern until notification by the Staff's letter of July 9, 1991.

'I

1 ISSUE 114-2 (Unit 1):
,

On May 22, 1991 during the installation of the IRH cable detector
assemblies under the reactor vessel, the RVP/BP controls were inadequate ;

:

and resulted in the possible ingestion of radioactive material by a worker.'

The cable was identified as "$K smearable" on May 22, 1991 and the RVP
required workers to wear respirators. Bovever, on May 21, 1991, the RVP

3 did not require respirators to do the same job.
1

Request (Unit 1):
,

I
Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence. Please provide us with an assessment of the
sigaificance with regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

Response:>

This assertion is not valid. The Health Physics controls for the under
vessel IRM/SRM vork vere both adequate and conservative.

.

m v v
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The "5K smearable" referred to in issue 114-2 is the loose surface
contamination detected during health physics surveys. This information is-
expressed in terms of thousands of disintegrations per minute (dps) over a
surface area of 100 square centimeters (cm2). On May 22, 1991, the
radiological data for the IRM cable work indicated a range of smearable
contamination from SK to 300K dpa/100 ca2. loose surface contamination. On
the previous day the loose surface contamination had been 20K to 50K
dpa/100 cm2.

The Health Physics department uses air samples in conjunction with a
threshold loose surface contamination value of 100K dps/100 cm2 for
considering the required use of respiratory protection for this type of
work. On May 21, conditions were such that the RVP required face shields
and respiratory protection only if the work area contained dripping water
from above. On May 22, as a result of the work done the previous day the
loose surface contamination . survey results increased from the previous
day's maximum of 50K to a new value of 300K. The air sample data obtained
during and after the previous day's work did not require the use of
respirators. Bovever, based on this change in smearable contamination in
the work area, Health Physics took the conservative step of requiring
respirators.

The actions of Health Physics in requiring respirators on the day at issue
was a conservative step and no safety deficiencies are indicated. A review
of personnel contamination events for the month of May 1991, reveals no
personnel contamination events as a result of IRM/SRM under-vessel work.
We vere not aware of this concern until receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUE 116:

Recently, a tagging error occurred during preparations for maintenance on
the Clean Liquid Radioactive Vaste Effluent Monitor (RM 9049). The
solenoid valve isolation valves that needed to be tagged in accordance with
prerequisites for the job were not tagged. Specifically, the valves
designated to be traced by procedures IC2404AA and IC 2404AC vere not
traced because the operations tag form was used to verify the tagging. The
root cause of the error can be attributed to the 16C technician (who
verified the tagging) not being trained and qualified as a " job
supervisor". Although there was a qualified job supervisor associated with
the work, this individual was allowed to leave the work area while an
unqualified individual continued the job. ,

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in work control are identified, please provide us with the corrective
actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of
the deficiencies with respect to safety.

.

_ , - - - .
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Response:

This is a valid concern. The root cause of the tagging error at issue was

a personnel error made by a plant equipment operator who placed the tags on
the wrong valves. This error was not detected by the IGC personnel
assigned to the task who were expected to verify the adequacy and placement
of the tagging. Verification was only made of the adequacy of the tagging
documented by the completed tag log sheet'in the Automated Vork Order (AV0)
package. The actual placement of the tags was not verified as correct as
required by procedure ACP 2.02C - Vork Orders.

Ve were aware of this issue prior to receipt of the Staff's notification.
As one action to prevent recurrence, all IGC personnel have been reminded
of their responsibility to verify both the adequacy and the placement of
safety tagging. There was no safety significance to the tagging error that
was made. There vere no releases as a result of this event.

A task group has been formed to review tagging errors at all three
Millstone units and provide an assessment of the level of performance of
the station regarding the quality and implementation of the taggirg
program. This group vill also provide recommendations to station
management for ensuring that plant procedures and their use by our
employees are adequate to minimize tagging errors in the future.

This group will present its recommendations to improve the program along
with an action plan for enhanced human performance to station management
for review. If appropriate, a meeting with Region ~I Staff vill be
scheduled at the cespletion of this review to discuss the results of any
actions planned.

ISSUE 122:

On or about May 29, 1991 workmen vere dispatched to troubleshoot a flow
problem with the plant vent stack monitor (RM 8032AB) [ sic]. At the time,
the "A" sample pump was running, pump "B" was off and flow vas as expected.
The pumps were switched to permit the workers to investigate the flow
problem. Pump "A" was stopped, but "B" did not start due to a preventive
maintenance action that was still in progress. As a result, the stack
monitor was out of service for 10-15 minutes.

Request:

Please discuss.the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in vork control are identified, please provide us with the corrective
actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of
the deficiencies with respect to safety.

.

__
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Response

This assertion is not valid. On May 27, 1991 a trouble report was ;

submitted to the Maintenance department to determine why the RN 8132 sample
fan vould not develop proper flow. Later that same evening the sample fan I

was tagged out of service. On May 29, 1991 I&C personnel worked on RM
81323, using AVO M2-91-05446, to check the lov flow problem identified on >

May 27. The " Tagging Required" section of the AVO indicated that a
'Technical Specification action statement was involved. This entry was made

by the control room operator at the time the AVO vas released.

On May 29, at 1310 hours, the plant entered Technical Specification action
statement 3.3.3.10.a. Table 3.3-13, Action 2 for RM 8132 being out of i

service. The plant was logged out of the action statement at 1740 hours
that same day. Nothing in the Shift Supervisor's log indicates this was ,

anything other than a planned event. Realizing that one sample pump was
out of service for preventive maintenance and that the other might have
flow problems, it was proper to enter the action statement and
trouble-shoot the remaining pump.

Ve find no work control deficiency associated with this mainte- i
nance / trouble-shooting activity. We vere not aware that this was an issue
of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUE 128:

On June 1, 1991 a vorker learned that he had been assigned duty as the
on-call I&C technician (Unit 2 Emergency plan) for a 24 hour period from
the morning of May 30 through the morning of May 31, 1991. The worker was
unavare of this assignment on May 29 when he informed his supervisor that
he vould not be at work on May 30 for personal reasons. The worker did not
pick up the department radio paging device and no one else was assigned as
his replacement. Lapses in on-call coverage such as this example occur on
a routine frequency.

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in the on-call coverage for emergency planning are identified, please
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent
recurrence. In addition, please assess the frequency and significance with
respect to safety of lapses in on-call coverage by the Instrument and
Controls and Maintenance technical staffs.

Response

This is a valid concern, of which Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO)
is well aware. A lapse in on-call coverage for this particular I&C
Technician position did occur on May 30, 1991. However, three I&C
Technicians and three Maintenance Technicians, one per unit, are on call at -
any time.

.
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On-call schedules are published monthly and cover a period of one month and
five days. They are distributed at the end of each month so that the
on-call personnel know their assignments for the upcoming month. A person
assigned to be on-call May 30/31 would have been made aware of that

by receiving a copy of the on-call list in late April. It isassignment
responsibility of the individual to review the list on a regular basisthe

to ensure that they pick up a radiopager on their assigned days.

Being excused from work for personal reasons does not automatically release
an individual from on-call responsibilities. Emergency Plan Implenestation
Procedure (EPIP) 4211 directs an individual on-call but unable to fulfill
their on-call obligations to arrange for a qualified substitute themselves.
An exception to this is if a person calls in sick on the day they are to
assume the on-call responsibilities. Then supervision vill assign another
individual. If an individual becomes incapacitated or otherwise unable to
fulfill their on-call responsibilities outside of normal working hours,
EPIP 4211 directs that individual to notify the Millstone Unit F3.1 Shif t
Supervisor (SS) who will assign the Millstone Unit No.1 Shif t 3upervisor
Staff Assistant (SSSA) to find a qualified relief.

The purpose of the on-call Station Emergency Organisation (30) is to
provide augmentation of shift personnel to provide adequate ad timely

to abnormal and emergency conditions. Any one system las failureresponse
probabilities, e.g., individual pager failure, auto accident o. breakdown
during response, etc. In view of this, Millstone Station has - eveloped a
response in-depth program which provides reasonable assurance the adequate
SEO staffing is available in a timely manner. The I K and 31stenance
Supervisors also supplement the SEO thereby exceeding Eme ;esey Plan
requirements.

1. apses in on-call coverage for certain technician positions aar more
frequently than we consider acceptable from a management persF :tive but
not from a safety perspective. We have not had a total lapse : esverage
for any of the Maintensnee or IE technician positions this yest aesuse of
our response in-depth approach. If an individual from Millston* : nit No. 2

Willstonedid not respond to a radiopager message during an emergency, t:
Unit No. 1 SSSA, upon notification by the Millstone Unit No. . 5, vould
call that individual at home using the telephone. If the indi.m ?nal could
not be reached or was not able to respond, the Millstone Uni 's.1 SSSA
vill contact the next person on the on-call schedule for the r e position
to determine availability to assume the on-call-assignment. ~ meessary
the SSSA vill continue to call until a qualified relief'is .td. This
process limits the significance of any lapses in coverage.

NNECO has recently upgraded the Emergency Notification -ystem to
automatically verify the on-call SEO positions that have bee- .rified of
the event (called into the station system). This enables * ss-shift
emergency communicators to make back-up calls to alternate : sesbers.
Each SEO position has a minimum of five trained staff and most :.nanager -

positions have between ten and twenty. We have taken furth- :teps to
strengthen the on-call assignment to the SEO, dissemination d on-call
schedules to individuals, and have a traceable means of verifice.,:

-
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1. A major revision is planned to EPIP 4211, "On Call Procedure",
i"

I clarifying and strengthening the responsibilities of the Lead Managers
and on-call individuals.

Emergency Plan Coordinator has been assigned '

| 2. The station's for maintaining and monitoring of the on-call schedule.
; responsibility

3. A new procedure, EPIP 4617, " Station Emergency Organisation Response
' Verification Drill", to require a quarterly unannounced activation of;

the SEO is under final reviev.
a

i

-
ISSUE 129:

1

the periodic evolution of refilling the volume controlI On June 3,1991,
(VCT) level instrument reference leg was performed in accordance withtank

i procedure IC-2428F. During the reference leg fill, a worker noted an4

unexpected increase in VCT level. Because of this unexpected increase, it i

suspected that the evolution actually drained the VCT reference leg.was
This observat. ion was reported to supervision. Pressure in the primary

; makeup water supply was checked, and it was discovered that valve 2CE-195|

|
in the supply path was red tagged closed instead of being in the open ,

position as specified by step 6.2 of procedure IC-2428F. The valve !

At that |
'

check had been performed by a Plant Equipment Operator.alignment
time the PE0 did not perform a hands-on position check of valve 2CH-195 and,

failed to notice the red tag indicating the valve was closed. There was a
ketween the work procedure IC-242BF, which required valve 2CH-195conflict

.

to be open, and the requirement to prevent boron dilution during reactor
shutdown, which required the valve to be closed.'

i
Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies'

!
in vork control, attention to detail, or work procedures are identified,

provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to preventplease'

and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiencyrecurrence
j vith respect to safety.
i

; Response:

In stating that valve 2CH-195 vas tagged closed, as required to pr2 vent
boron dilution during reactor shutdown, the assertion * is acrorate.4

with the I&C and Operations personnel involved have determinedInterviews
that there was a miscommunication regarding whether or not the valve lineup;

1'

had been completed. The Plant Equipment Operator (PEO) had not Treviously
told the I&C technician that the valve lineup had been completed when he
was informed that the valve had been found closed.

The importance of complete and precise communications is stressed regularly
to Millstone Unit No. 2 operators, and examples of intra- and inter-,

departmental communication shortcomings are used in training and counseling
i sessions.
.

I

.
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As this was the required valve position for the reactor conditions, and ,

:

procedure IC 2428F is designed to ensure that the reference leg filling !evolution does not adversely impact the VCT level indication process, there
!

no safety significance involved. We were not aware that this was anvas
issue of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter.

+

ISSUg 130:

On May 31, 1991, during the replacement of a local pressure indication gage ,

PI8167 in the condensate recovery system a worker was issued the wrong part i

(diaphragm isolated liquid filled gage [ sic]) to replace a conventional
gage that was already in service. Instrument and Controls supervision is

-

i

responsible to verify plant and equipment conditions, such as replacement
part suitability before authorizing vork on a system.

,

t

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence and provide an assessment with respect to
safety of the deficiency. ;

Response:

TheThe issue of the wrong gauge being issued to be installed is accurate. '

difference in gauge type was noted by the instrume6t specialist and he
obtained and installed the correct model gauge. |

Issuing replacement parts is not a normal activity for the first-line
supervisor. Typically, replacement parts are identified and drawn from
those maintained in stock. In this case the parts were kept in the I&C

i shop and the box in which the parts were stored was mislabeled. The
'

'

supervisor mistook the diaphragm isolated gauge as one appropriate to be
|

installed in this application.

There is no safety significance to this event. The pressure gauge monitors ;

1

the discharge pressure of the auxiliary steam system condensate recovery
tank. This system has no safety function and the proper gauge was
identified and installed. For safety-related systems, the parts required
for maintenance are obtained from the Stores Department via a Material
Issue Form which documents traceability of the parts issued. No additional
action to prevent recurrence, other than review of the issue with the
supervisor, is planned.

After our review and evaluation, ve find that these issues did not present
any indication of a compromise of nuclear safety. Ve recognize the need to
strive for a higher level of performance in these areas and we are
aggressively working toward that objective. Ve appreciate the opportunity

,

|
!

. - _ . _ .
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to respond and explain the basis of our actions and we appreciate your
granting additional time beyond the original 30 days for us to complete our
vork. Please contact my staff if there are further questions on any of
these matters.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

M

/
E. J.~ M'roczka 6'
Senior Vice President

ec: V. J. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. 1, 2,

and 3
E. C. Venzinger, Chief, Projects Branch No. 4, Division of Reactor

Projects
E. M. Kelly, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 4A
J. T. Shedlosky, NRC, Millstone Nuclear Power Station

9

L

l
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RE: Employee Concerns y

91-132

Mr. Charles V. Behl, Director 9|-119
Division of Reactor Projects

bI~I30U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Dear Mr. Behl:

Millstone Nuclear Power Station, Unit No. 2

RI-91-A-0113N

Ve have completed our review of the identified issues concerning activities
at Millstone Station. As requested in your transmittal letter, our
response does not contain any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguards
information. The material contained in this response may be released to
the public and placed in the NRC Public Document Room at your discretion.
The NRC letter and our response have received controlled and limited
distribution on a "need to knov" basis during the preparation of this ,

Additional time in which to respond to these issues was grantedresponse.
by the Staff in telephone conversations of August 12 and August 30, 1991.

ISSUE 113N:

On May 20, 1991, an operator observed an abnormal indication on the Unit 2 ,

stack radiation monitor (RM 8168). The abnormal indication was no j

variation on the meter. The operators secured and immediately reinstated J

power to the monitor and the meter response vas noted to have returned. On !

May 21, operators again observed no variation in the monitor output. A I
'

trouble report was initiated and the technical specification action
statement was entered for an inoperable monitor. The one day delay is an i

example of operators failing to promptly initiate a corrective action
request and failing to enter the technical specification action statements
when required.

I
<

N- y
|
|
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!Request _:

Flease discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrance and assess the significance with regard to
safety of the identified deficiencies.

i

ISSUE 136: !

From June 3 to June 5,1991 repetitive failures were noted in the control
room indication for the Unit 2 vent stack high range radiation monitor
RM8168A/B. On June 3 the " failure" lasp was lit, and on June 5, 1991 a

" Trouble Tag" vas found to be in place. The required technical
specification action statements were not complied with during these
repetitive failures.

r

Request: I

:
Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in equipment availability or procedure compliance are identified, please

.

provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent recurrence
and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiencies with
respect to safety.

Responses 113 & 136:

As issues 113 and 136 both deal vith technical specification action
statements relating to radiation monitor RM 8168, they vill both be I

ansvered in a single response as follows.

The chronology of observations reported in the two issues agrees with
entries in the Hillstone Unit No. 2 shift Supervisor's log, and with a
chronology of Instrumentation & Controls (I&C) Department troubleshooting |

and repair activities.

to the specific decisions cited or implied in Issues 113 and 136,Relative
no failures to take required action occurred, as discussed in the following
comments.

Taking immediate action to restore normal system output following an
observed abnormal indication on RM 8168 vas an appropriate response for a

Such occurrencessingle ' lockup' of this microprocessor-based instrument.
are not unusual. Removing power to this monitor and then immediately
restoring it, in effect " resets" the device to its normal mode of
operation. For this reason, the instrument is monitored routinely. It
vould not be necessary to submit a Trouble Report (TR) for such an isolated
anomaly since the operator was able to immediately restore expected display

and the full operational capability of the device was confirmed.outputs,
entry into an action statement vould not be appropriate sinceFurthermore,

the radiation monitor operated properly once it was reset.

.

ar ~ f _.
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'

The RM 8168 performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 was
repetitive, not understood, and not resettable. Evaluating the radiation |
monitor as 'out of service" as indicated by the shift Supervisor's log |
entry of 0800, the operators entered the applicable Technical Specification
action statement, and remained in that condition until May 23, 1991, vben ;

replacement of a failed power supply was completed af ter I6C identified the ;

cause of the indication problems as a broken wire and failed 24 volt
output.

!

| Since the performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 was -

'

! repetitive, not understood, and not resettable, both actions (i.e.,

| submitting the Trouble Report and entering the Technical Specification
action statement, Table 3.3-6, Action 17) were clearly appropriate.

.

| During the period from June 3 to June 5,1991, Millstone Unit No. 2 was 'in.

Mode 5. In Mode 5 radiation detector RM 8168 is not required to be ,

operable, hence under no conditions of RM 8168 performance would the plant
~

have entered into, or been operated in accordance with, the Technical
Specification action statement for RM 8168.

The two scenarios noted above vere the result of a single problem. During ;

the period from approximately May 24 through late July 1991, the LIC-8168 ;

power supply anomaly caused intermittent power failure interrupts to be i
,

I
| processed by the microprocessor. The intermittent lockup problem caused RM
| 8168 to stop normal processing functions, recognisabla in the control room
! by the radiation monitor display not changing and not responding to the

test push button. This problem was known to the ' control room operators, |
and corrective action to reset the radiation monitor was taken as needed. '

Throughout this period, it was the judgment of on-shift supervisory
personnel, Operations management, and I&C management (specifically
discussed in a draf t Operability Evaluation approved by the IEC Nanager on
July 19, 1991), that RM 8168 remained operable, i.e. fully capable of
meeting its Technical Specification functions.

In summary, after troubleshooting was completed, it was concluded that
RM 8168 vas operated in a slightly degraded state for several weeks. This
degradation manifested itself to control room operators as an intermittent
lockup of the radiation monitor, easily reset by on-shift operations
personnel. These personnel were alerted to the problem and checked the
monitor regularly for proper operation.

| On-shift supervisory personnel are tasked with - initiating the appropriate
l corrective action and compensatory measures for equipment performance

problems encountered during their shift. Judgment is frequently involved
in such determinations. Supervisors in the Operations Department are
selected, trained, counseled and evaluated on their performance in such ,

activities. The Operations Manager, other members of plant management, and i

specifically the Unit Duty Officer are available to consult with the Shift i
!

i

.

'
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Supervisor concerning the level of response required for a given plant
performance anomaly. Similarly, various members of the staff review plant
performance and corrective actions taken on a regular basis during the
workday; in this fashion shift operators' responses receive frequent and

;multidisciplinary reviews on a continuing basis.

At no time during the events described in Issues 113 and 136, nor at any
time during the period of degraded RM 8168 operations, were the Shift
Supervisors' judgments concerning operability or the need for corrective
action found to be in error. Therefore, these assertions are not valid.

We vere not aware that these vere issues of concern prior to receiving your ;

letter of July 9, 1991.

ISSUE 114-1 (Unit 3):

On May 22, 1991 during the MP-3 refuel outage a calibration error of the
'

accumulator tank level transmitters was identified. The error was in the
range of 25% due to static fluid between the transmitter and the instrument

The calibration procedure did not address the error due to the leveltaps.
instrumentation piping configuration; therefore, the procedure was
inadequate. Further, if the present instrument indication is correct, then
it was achieved by using zero span adjustments without adhering to the
calibration procedure.

l Request (Unit 3):
l

Please distuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in calibration procedures or procedural compliance are identified, please

I provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent
,

Please provide us with an assessment of the significance withrecurrence.
regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

Response:

Ve have found no justification for the statements made in issue 114-1. A
calibration of the accumulator tank level transmitters was started on
February 7,1991 and successfully completed on March 18, 1991. No work vas ,

'

| performed on May 22, 1991, nor does the Shif t Supervisor's log indicate
that such an error was identified on or near that date.'

An error of 8.5% vas found to exist between level indications on a common
accumulator after completion of the refuel outage calibration dated
February 18, 1991. This was in excess of the 5% desired maximum error
between common channels and prompted a survey of "As-Built * transmitter
installations on March 16, 1991. The Engineering Calculation and
Surveillance vere revised to reflect the survey data. A second calibration
was completed on March 18, 1991 vith a noted maximum error of 0.47%.

.

.

I

1
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The difference between indicated and actual level for the period of
| February 18, 1991 to March 18, 1991 was 13.3%.

'

| As a result of the elevation differences discovered between channels, we
know that the maximum and minimum indicated range is different for each
transmitter. An example is that one indicator would read down to 6550 i

*

gallons while the other indicator on the same tank would stop at 6555
gallons. There is no safety significance involved with the difference as |

'

both these indicated ranges are vell beyond the operating limits specified
in Technical Specifications.

Tellow caution tags have been placed on the indicators to specify the
minimum and maximum display values for each transmitter. New readout
scales have been generated for the indicators to allow removal of the
yellow caution tags. Ve are currently working to install these readout

,

| scales.
,

We are confident that the new method of calibration is more accurate, more ,

repeatable and less time consuming to perform. Indication differences !

between redundant channels on all accumulators are less than 44 gallons.

The present instrument indication is correct and the new calibration method ;

vill improve reliability. The calibration procedure was always adhered to ;

during calibrations. No zero or span adjustments were made unless directed ;
'

by procedure, which is based on the Engineering Calcu3ation. This
assertion is therefore not valid, and we vere not aware that this was a
concern until notification by the Staff's letter of July 9, 1991.

ISSUE 114-2 (Unit 1):

| On May 22, 1991 during the installation of the IRM cable detector
assemblies under the reactor vessel, the RVP/HP controls vere inadequate

! and resulted in the possible ingestion of radioactive material by a worker.
Th2 cable was identified as "5K smearable" on May 22, 1991 and the RVP

.

i
' required workers to year respirators. However, on May 21, 1991, the RVP |

did not require respirators to do the same job. j

Request (Unit 1):

|
Please discuss the validity of th 4bove assertions. If any deficiencies

i are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence. Please provide us with an assessment of the
significance with regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

Response:

This assertion is not valid. The Health Physics controls for the under
vessel IRM/SRM vork were both adequate and conservative.
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| The "5K smearable" referred to in issue 114-2 is the loose surface
|

contamination detected during health physics surveys. This information is
expressed in terms of thousands of disintegrations per minute (dpa) over a
surface area of 100 square centimeters (ce2). On May 22, 1991, the
radiological data for the IRM cable work indicated a range of smearable
contamination from 5K to 300K dpa/100 cm2 loose surface contamination. On
the previous day the loose surface contamination had been 20K to 50K
dpa/100 cm2.

t

The Bealth Physics department uses air samples in conjunction with a i

threshold loose surface contamination value of 100K dpa/100 cm2 for !

considering the required use of respiratory protection for this type of
work. On May 21, conditions vere such that the RVP required face shields
and respiratory protection only if the work area contained dripping vater '

from above. On May 22, as a result of the work done the previous day the
loose surface contamination survey results increased from the previous

| day's maximum of 50K to a new value of 300K. The air sample data obtained,

during and after the previous day's work did not require the use of
respirators. However, based on this change in smearable contamination in

i
i the vork area, Bealth Physics took the conservative step of requiring
| respirators.

The actions of Health Physics in requiring respirators on the day at issue
was a conservative step and no safety deficiencies are indicated. A reviev |

'

of personnel contamination events for the month of May 1991, reveals no
! personnel contamination events as a result of IRM/SRM under-vessel work.

Ve vere not avare of this concern until receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUE 116: ;

Recently, a tagging error occurred during preparations for maintenance on '

the Clean Liquid Radioactive Vaste Effluent Monitor (RM 9049). The
solenoid valve isolation valves that needed to be tagged in accordance with
prerequisites for the job vere not tagged. Specifically, the valves
designated to be traced by procedures IC2404AA and IC 2404AC vere not
traced because the operations tag fora vas used to verify the tagging. The
root cause of the error can be attributed to the I&C technician (who
verified the tagging) not being trained and qualified as a " job

| supervisor". Although there vas a qualified job supervisor associated with
,

the work, this individual was allowed to leave the work area while an
unqualified individual continued the job.

|

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in vork control are identified, please provide us with the corrective !

actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of
the deficiencies with respect to safety.

|

!

l
'

- .
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I

Response

This is a valid concern. The root cause of the tagging error at issue was
a personnel error made by a plant equipment operator who placed the tags on
the wrong valves. This error was not detected by the I&C personnel

|

|
assigned to the task vho vere expected to verify the adequacy and placement

i of the tagging. Verification was only made of the adequacy of the tagging
docuacnted by the completed tag log sheet in the Automated Vork Order (AVO)
package. The actual placement of the tags was not verified as correct as

'

required by procedure ACP 2.02C - Vork Orders.

Ve vere aware of this issue prior to receipt of the Staff's notification.
As one action to prevent recurrence, all I&C personnel have been reminded
of their responsibility to verify both the adequacy and the placement of
safety tagging. There was no safety significance to the tagging error that
was made. There vere no releases as a result of this event.

|

A task group aas been formed to review tagging errors at all three
Millstone units and provide an assessment of the level of performance of

| the station regarding the quality and implementation of the tagging
! program. This group vill also provide recommendations to station

management for ensuring that plant procedures and their use by our
employees are adequate to minimize tagging errors in the future.

,

This group vill present its recommendations to improve the program along
| with an action plan for enhanced human performance to station management

for review. If appropriate, a meeting with Region I Staff vill be
j scheduled at the completion of this review to discuss the results of any
:

actions planned.

ISSUE 122:

On or about May 29, 1991 vorkmen vere dispatched to troubleshoot a flow
problem with the plant vent stack monitor (RM 8032AB) { sic]. At the time, i

the "A" sample pump vas running, pump 'B" vas off and flov was as expected.
The pumps were switched to permit the workers to investigate the flow
problem. Pump "A" vas stopped, but "B" did not start due to a preventive

maintenance action that was still in progress. As a result, the stack
monitor was out of service for 10-15 minutes. ,

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies i

in vork control are identified, please provide us with the corrective (
1

actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of
the deficiencies with respect to safety.

| \
i
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Response

This assertion is not valid. On May 27, 1991 a trouble report was
submitted to the Maintenance department to determine why the RM 8132 sample i

'fan vould not develop proper flov. Later that same evening the sample fan
was tagged out of service. On May 29, 1991 IEC personnel worked on RM
8132B, using AVO M2-91-05446, to check the lov flow problem identified on
May 17. The ' Tagging Required" section of the AVO indicated that a
Technical Specification action statement was involved. This entry was made |
by the control room operator at the time the AVO vas released. I

On May 29, at 1310 hours, the plant entered Technical Specification action
statement 3.3.3.10.a. Table 3.3-13, Action 2 for RM 8132 being out of
service. The plant was logged out of the action statement at 1740 hours
that same day. Nothing in the Shift Supervisor's log indicates this was
anything other than a planned event. Realizing that one sample pump vas
out of service for preventive maintenance and that the other might have
flow problems, it was proper to enter the action statement and
trouble-shoot the remaining pump.

We find no work control deficiency associated with this mainte- I
nance / trouble-shooting activity. Ve vere not aware that this was an issue
of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter.

,
ISSUE 128:

|

| On June 1, 1991 a vorker learned that he had been assigned duty as the
| on-call I&C technician (Unit 2 Emergency plan) for a 24 hour period from
I the morning of May 30 through the morning of May 31, 1991. The worker was i

unavare of this assignment on May 29 when he informed his supervisor that |
he vould not be at work on May 30 for personal reasons. The worker did not
pick up the department radio paging device and no one else was easigned as
his replacement. Lapses in on-call coverage such as this example occur on
a routine frequency.

,

Request: |

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deSese. )
in the on-call coverage for emergency planning are identified, plea w |

e[*/provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to pevent g'd*jrecurrence. In addition, please assess the frequency and signifftance with
respect to safety of lapses in on-call coverage by the Instrumet and '0 T

j/Controls and Maintenance technical staffs. 6
g & ,'%,;.

| Responses / y
.* 4

This is a valid concern, of which Northeast Nuclear J/ err ,pany (
,

is well aware. A lapse in on-call coverage for th. * f raary %, .

upei&Cih'Technician position did occur on May 30, 1991. Ho.
Technicians and three Maintenance Technicians, one per unit o caile/t.p */.-
any time. #0, ,

r.'
*'

.,,

*
.

O
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iOn-call schedules are published monthly and cover a period of one month and
five days. They are distributed at the end of each month so that the

:

on-call personnel know their assignments for the upcoming month. A person
assigned to be on-call May 30/31 would have been ande aware of that |

by receiving a copy of the on-call list in late April. It is
r

assignment '

responsibility of the individual to review the list on a regular basisthe
to ensure that they pick up a radiopager on their assigned days. ;

Being excused from work for personal reasons does not automatically release ,

an individual from on-call responsibilities. Emergency Plan Implementation. )

(EPIP) 4211 directs an individual on-call but unable to fulfill-
|

Procedure J

their on-call obligations to arrange for a qualified substitute themselves.
An exception to this is if a person calls in sick on the day they are to ;

assume the on-call responsibilities. Then supervision vill. assign another |

individual. If an individual becomes incapacitated or otherwise unable to |

fulfill- their on-call responsibilities outside of normal vorking hours,
4211 directs that individual to notify the Millstone Unit No.1 Shif tEPIP

Supervisor (SS) who vill assign the Millstone Unit No. 1 Shift Supervisor
f

Staff Assistant (SSSA) to find a qualified relief.

The purpose of the on-call Station Energency Organisation (550) is to- |

provide augmentation of shift personnel to provide adequate and timely |

to abnormal and emergency conditions. Any one system has failure ;

response
probabilities, e.g., individual pager failure, auto accident or breakdown ?

response, etc. In view of this, Millstone Station has developed aduring
response in-depth program which provides reasonable ass'urance that adequate j

SEO staffing is available in a timely manner. The IEC and Maintenance i

Supervisors also supplement the SEO thereby exceeding Emergency Plan {

requirements.

Lapses in on-call coverage for certain technician positions occur more
;

frequently than we consider acceptable from a management eerspective but |

from a safety perspective. We have not had a total lapse in coveragenot
for any of the Maintenance or I&C technician positions this year because of
our response in-depth approach. If an individual from Millstone Unit No. 2
did not respond to a radiopager message during an emergency, the Millstone
Unit No. 1 SSSA, upon notification by the Millstone Unit No.-- 2 SS,-would
call that. individual at home using the telephone. If the individual could

be reached or was not able to respond, the Millstone Unit No. 1 5,$SA
not
vill contact the next person on the on-call schedule for the same position
to determine availability to assume the on-call assignment. If necessary
the SSSA vill continue to call until a qualified relief is found. This
process limits the significance of any lapses in coverage.

NNECO has recently upgraded the Emergency Notification System to

automatically verify the on-call SEO positions that have been notified of~
the event (called into the station system). This enables the on-shift
emergency communicators to make back-up calls to alternate SE0 members.
Each SEO position has a minimum of five trained staff and most non-manager i

positions have between ten and twenty. We have taken further steps to |
J

strengthen the on-call assignment to the SEO, dissemination of on-call
|schedules to individuals, and have a traceable means of verification: ,

i

.

-__ _ _ - . ._ . - . - - - .
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is planned to EPIP 4211, 'On Call Procedure",revision1. A major
and strengthening the responsibilities of the Lead Managersclarifying i

and on-call individuals.

Emergency Plan Coordinator has been assigned
2. The station's for maintaining and monitoring of the on-call schedule. ;

responsibility

3. A new procedure, EPIP 4617, ' Station Emergency Organization Response
Verification Drill *, to require a quarterly unannounced activation of ;

the SEO is under final review. !

i

i

ISSUE 129: h

the periodic evolution of refilling the volume control a

|June 3, 1991,On
(VCT) level instrument reference leg was performed in accordance with

procedure IC-2428F. During the reference leg fill, a worker noted an jtank

unexpected increase in VCT level. Because of this unexpected increase, it
(

suspected that the evolution actually drained the VCT referesce leg.
j

This observation was reported to supervision. Pressure in the primary |vas

makeup water supply was checked, and it was discovered that valve 2CH-195
.

in the supply path was red tagged closed instead of being is the open
;
l

specified by step 6.2 of procedure IC-2428F. He valve
!position as At thatcheck had been performed by a Plant Equipment Operator.alignment

time the PE0 did not perform a hands-on position check of valve 2G-195 andBere was a j
to notice the red tag indicating the valve was closed.failed ibetween the work procedure IC-2428F,- which required valve 2CH-195 iconflict

to be open, and the requirement to prevent boron dilution during reactor !
shutdown, which required the valve to be closed. i

'

i

Requests -l
~

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any diinalencies ;

!
in vork control, attention to detail, or work procedures' are instified, |the corrective actions you have takes to preventprovide us with |please

and provide an assessment of the significance of the enciency
1recurrence

with respect to safety. !

Response: i

In stating that valve 2CH-195 was tagged closed, as required tonrevent
;

!
boron dilution during reactor shutdown, the assertion is acurate.

a. !personnel involved have daermined
!Interviews vith the I&C and Operations '

that there was a miscommunication regarding whether or not _the valw lineup |The Plant Equipment Operator (PEO) had r.ot prvioust ihad been completed.
told the 16C technician that.the valve lineup had been cog 1*ted when'

was informed that the valve had been found closed.
S stresseGquia

'

The importance of complete and precise communications J
;

to Millstone Unit No. 2 operators, and examples df
in . , : int , 3

asielf |
departmental communication shortcomings are used in training 3 i

sessions. - . . t
# i

it ,

- !
4

'
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As this was the required valve position for the reactor conditions, and
procedure IC 2428F is designed to ensure that the reference leg filling
evolution does not adversely impact the VCT level indication process, there
was no safety significance involved. Ve vere not aware that this was an
issue of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUg 130:

On May 31, 1991, during the replacement of a local pressure indication gage
PI6167 in the condensate recovery systen 6 vorker was issued the wrong part
(diaphraga isolated liquid filled gage [ sic]) to replace a conventional
gage that was already in service. Instrument and Controls supervision is
responsible to verify plant and equipment conditions, such as replacement
part suitability before authorizing vork on a system.

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence and provide an assessment with respect to
safety of the deficiency.

Response:

The issue of the vrong gauge being issued to be installed is accurate. The
difference in gauge type was noted by the instrument specialist and he
obtained and installed the correct model gauge.

Issuing replacement parts is not a normal activity for the first-line
supervisor. Typically, replacement parts are identified and drawn from
those maintained in stock. In this case the parts were kept in the I&C
shop and the box in which the parts were stored was mislabeled. The
supervisor mistook the diaphraga isolated gauge as one appropriate to be
installed in this application.

There is no safety significance to this event. The pressure gauge monitors
the discharge pressure of the auxiliary steam system condensate recovery
tank. This system has no safety function and the proper gauge was
identified and installed. For safety-related systems, the parts required
for maintenance are obtained from the Stores Department via a Material
Issoe Form which documents traceability of the parts issued., No additional
action to prevent recurrence, other than review of the issue with the
supervisor, is planned.

After our review and evaluation, ve find that these issues did not present
any indication of a compromise of nuclear safety. Ve recognize the need to
strive for a higher level of performance in these areas and we are
aggressively working toward that objective. Ve appreciate the opportunity

2

.

- -
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to respond and explain the besis of our actions and we appreciate your '

granting additional time beyond the original 30 days for us to complete our '

work. Please contact my staff if there are further questions on any of
these matters.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANY

i

i

/
E. J.~ Kroczka V,

| Senior Vice President
1

?

cc V. J. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. 1, 2,

| and 3!

E. C. Venzinger, Chief, Projects Branch No. 4, Division of Reactor
Projects
E. M. Kelly, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 4A

>

J. T. Shedlosky, NRC, Millstone Nuclear Power Station ;

|

.

|

|
|

|

|

.
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September 13, 1991

Docket No. 50-336
' A09699

RE: Employee Concerns

Mr. Charles V. Eehl, Director
Division of Reactor Projects
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Region I
475 Allendale Road
King of Prussia, Pennsylvania 19406

Dear Mr. Behl:

Millstone Nuclear Pover Station, Unit No. 2
RI-91-A-0113N

Ve have completed our review of the identified issues concerning activities .

at Millstone Station. As requested in your transmittal letter, our
does not contain any personal privacy, proprietary, or safeguardsresponse

information. The material contained in this response may be released to
the public and placed in the NRC Public Document Room at your discretion.
The NRC letter and our response have received controlled and limited
distribution on a "need to knov" basis during the preparation of this '

Additional time in which to respond to these issues was grantedresponse.
by the Staff in telephone conversations of August 12 and August 30, 1991.

ISSUE Il3N:

On May 20, 1991, an operator observed an abnormal indication on the Unit 2
stack radiation monitor (RM 8168). The abnormal indication was no
variation on the meter. The operators secured and immediately reinstated
power to the monitor and the meter response vas noted to have returned. On

May 21, operators again observed no variation in the monitor output. A
trouble report was initiated and the technical specification action
statement was entered for an inoperable monitor. The one day delay is an
example of operators failing to promptly initiate a corrective action

I request and failing to enter the technical specification action statements
when required.

|
!

I

__
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Request:
assertions. If any deficiencies

discuss the validity of the above
identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you havePlease

and assess the significance with regard toare
taken to prevent recurrence
safety of the identified deficiencies.

ISSUE 136:
failures vere noted in the controlJune 3 to June 5, 1991 repetitive radiation monitorFrom indication for the Unit 2 vent stack high range

RM816BA/B. On June 3 the " failure" lamp was lit, and on June 5,
1991 aroom

" Trouble Tag" vas found to be in place. The required technical '

specification action statements vere not complied with during these
repetitive failures.,

i

Request:
assertions. If any deficiencies

discuss the validity of the above identified, pleasePlease
in equipment availability or procedure compliance are
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent recurrence
and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiencies with
respect to safety.

Responses 113 & 136:

As issues 113 and 136 both deal vith technical specification action
relating to radiation monitor RM 8168. they vill both be

statements
answered in a single response as follows.

The chronology of observations reported in the two issues agrees with
entries in the Millstone Unit No. 2 Shift Supervisor's log, and with a
chronology of Instru=entation & Controls (I&C) Department troubleshooting
and repair activities.

to the specific decisions cited or implied in Issues 113 and 136,
no failures to take required action occurred, as discussed in the followingRelative

!

coE22nts.

Taking itzediate action to restore normal system output following an !

abnormal indication on RM B368 was an appropriate response for a |observed Such occurrences
' lockup' of this microprocessor-based instrument.

are not unusual. Removing power to this monitor and then immediatelysingle

restoring it, in effect " resets" the device to its normal mode of
operation. For this reason, the instrument is monitored routinely. Itisolated
vould not be necessary to submit a Trouble Report (TR) for such an
anomaly since the operator was able to immediately restore expected displaythe device was confiraed.and the full operational capability of

entry into an action statement vould not be appropriate sinceoutputs,
Furthermore,
the radiation monitor operated properly once it was reset.

|

I
!

.
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The RM B168 performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 vas i

repetitive, not understood, and not resettable. Evaluating the radiation
monitor as 'out of service" as indicated by the Shift Supervisor's log
entry of 0800, the operators entered the applica.ble Technical Specification

;

action statement, and remained in that condition until May 23, 1991, when,

j replacement of a failed power supply was completed af ter II,C identified the
cause of the indication problems as a broken wire and failed 24 voltj

|
! output.

|
Since the performance anomaly observed on the morning of May 21 was

i
repetitive, not understood, and not resettable, both actions (i.e., .

submitting the Trouble Report and entering the Technical Specification
| action statement, Table 3.3-6, Action 17) vere clearly appropriate.

f During the period from June 3 to June 5,1991, Millstone Unit No. 2 was in
Mode 5. In Mode 5 radiation detector RM 8168 is not required to be'

hence under no conditions of RM 8168 performance vould the plant
| operable,
!

have entered into, or been operated in accordance with, the Technical
Specification action statement for RM 8168. :

The two scenarios noted above vere the result of a single problem. During
the period from approximately May 21. through late July 1991, the LIC-8168
power supply anomaly caused intermittent power failure interrupts to be
processed by the microprocessor. The intermittent lockup probles caused RM
8168 to stop normal processing functions, recognizable in the control room
by the radiation monitor display not changing and not responding to the
test push button. This problem was known to the control room operators,
and corrective action to reset the radiation monitor was taken as needed.
Throughout this period, it was the judgment of on-shift supervisory
personnel. Operations management, and I&C management (specifically
discussed in a draf t Operability Evaluation approved by the IEC Manager on
July 19, 1991), that RM 8168 re=ained operable, i.e. fully capable of
meeting its Technical Specification functions.

In summary, after troubleshooting vas completed, it was concluded thatThisRM 8168 vas operated in a slightly degraded state for several veeks.
degradation manifested itself to control room operators as an intermittent ,

lockup of the radiation monitor, easily reset by on-shift operations
personnel. These personnel vere alerted to the problem and checked the
monitor regularly for proper operation.

On-shift supervisory personnel are tasked with initiating the appropriate
corrective action and coepensatory measures for equipment perfermance
problems encountered during their shift. Judgment is frequently involved ,

in such determinations. Supervisors in the Operations Department are
selected, trained, counseled and evaluated on their performance in such
activities. The Operations Manager, other members of plant sanagement, and
specifically the Unit Duty Of;icer are available to consult with the Shif t
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Supervisor concerning the level of response required for a given plant

performance aneraly. Similarly, various members of the staff review plant
performance and corrective actions taken on a regular basis during the
workday; in this f ashion shif t operators' responses receive frequent and
multidisciplinary reviews on a continuing basis.

At no time during the events described in Issues 113 and 136, nor at any
time during the period of degraded RM 8168 operations, were the Shift
Supe rvis or s' judgments concerning operability or the need for corrective
action found to be in error. Therefore, these assertions are not valid.

Ve vere not aware that these were issues of concern prior to receiving your
letter of July 9, 1991.

ISSUE 114-1 (Unit 3):

On May 22, 1991 during the MP-3 refuel outage a calibration error of the
accumulator tank level transmitters was identified. The error was in the
range of 25% due to static fluid between the transmitter and the instrument

The calibration procedure did not address the error due to the leveltaps.

instrumentation piping configuration; therefore, the procedure vas

inadequate. Further, if the present instrument indication is correct, then
it was achieved by using zero span adjustments without adhering to the
calibration procedure.

Request (Unit 3):

Flease discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies

in calibration procedures or procedural compliance are identified, please
provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent

Please provide us with an assessment of the significance withrecurrence.
regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

Response:

Ve have found no justification for the statements made in issue 114-1. A

calibration of the accumulator tank level transmitters was started on
February 7, 1991 and successfully completed on March 18, 1991. No work was
performed on May 22, 1991, nor does the Shift Supervisor's log indice:e
that such an error vas identified on or near that date.

An error of B.5% vas found to exist between level indications on a common
|

accumulator after completion of the refuel outage calibration dated:

| February 18, 1991. This was in excess of the 5% desired maximum error
between common channels and prompted a survey of "As-Built" transmitter
installations on March 16, 1991. The Engineering Calculation and
Surveillance vere revised to reflect the survey data. A second calibration
vas completed on March 18, 1991 vith a noted maximum error of 0.47%.

!

|
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|
The difference between indicated and actual level for the period of |

!February 18, 1991 to March 18, 1991 vas 13.3%.

As a result of the elevation dif ferences discovered betvean channels, we j

know that the maxiana and minimum indicated range is different for each .

transmitter. An example is that one indicator vould read down to 6550 I

gallons while the other indicator on the same tank would stop at 6555
gallons. There is no safety significance involved with the difference as
both these indicated ranges are well beyond the operating limits specified
in Technical Specifications.

Yellow caution tags have been placed on the indicators to specify the .

minimum and maximum display values for each transmi t t e r. New readout !

scales have been generated for the indicators to allow removal of the ,

'

yellow caution tags. Ve are currently working to install these readout
scales.

Ve are confident that the new method of calibration is more accurate, more
repeatable and less time consuming to perform. Indication differences
between redundant channels on all accumulators are less than 44 gallons. .

The present instrument indication is correct and the new calibration sethod
vill improve reliability. The calibration procedure was always adhered to
during calibrations. No zero or span adjustments were made unless directed
by procedure, which is based on the Engineering Calculation. This
assertion is therefore not valid, and we vere not svare that this was a
concern until notification by the Staf f's letter of July 9,1991.

ISSUE 114-2 (Unit 1):

On May 22, 1991 during the installation of the IRM cable detector
assemblies under the reactor vessel, the RVP/BP controls vere inadequate
and resulted in the possible ingestion of radioactive material by a worker. ,

The cable was identified as "5K smearable" on May 22, 1991 and the RVP i

required workers to wear respirators. Bovever, on May 21, 1991, the RVP |
!did not require respirators to do the same job.

| Request (Unit 1):

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence. Please provide us with an assessment of the
significance with regard to safety of any identified deficiencies.

! Response:

This assertion is not valid. The Health Physics controls for the under
vessel IRM/SRM vork vere both adequate and conservative.

|

|

|
|

|

!_________-______- .___
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The "5K smearable" referred to in issue 114-2 is the loose surface
contamination detected during health physics surveys. This information is
expressed in terms of thousands of disintegrations per minute (dpa) over a
surface area of 100 square cantimeters (cm2). On May 22, 1991, the

radiological data for the IRM cable work indicated a range of amearable
contamination from SK to 300K dpa/100 es2 loose surface contamination. On
the previous day the loose surface contamination had been 20K to 50K
dpa/100 cm2.

The Bealth Physics department uses air samples in conjunction with a
threshold loose surface contamination value of 100K dpa/100 cm2 for
considering the required use of respiratory protection for this type of
vork. On May 21, conditions were such that the RVP required face shields
and respiratory protection only if the work area contained dripping vater
from above. On May 22, as a result of the work done the previous day the
loose surface contamination survey results increased from the previous
day's maxirum of 50K to a new value of 300K. The air sample data obtained
during and after tha previous day's work did not require the use of
respirators. However, based on this change in smearable contamination in
the work area, Bealth Physics took the conservative step of requiring
respirators.

actions of Bealth Physics in requiring respirators on the day at issueThe
vas a conservative step and no safety deficiencies are indicated. A review
of personnel contamination events for the month of May 1991, reveals no7

personnel contamination events as a result of IRM/SRM under-vessel vork.
Ve vere not aware of this concern until receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUE 116:

Recently, a tagging error occurred during preparations for maintenance on
the Clean Liquid Radioactive Vaste Effluent Monitor (RM 9049). The

solenoid valve isolation valves that needed to be tagged in accordance with
prerequisites for the job vere not tagged. Specifically, the valves
designated to be traced by procedures IC2404AA and IC 2404AC vere not

Thetraced because the operations tag form vas used to verify the tagging.
root cause of the error can be attributed to the I&C technician (who
verified the tagging) not being trained and qualified as a "j ob

supervisor". Although there was a qualified job supervisor associated with
|

the work, this individual was allowed to leave the work area while an
unqualified individual continued the job.'

i

| Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies J

in vork control are identified, please provide us with the corrective
actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of

;
'

the deficiencies with respect to safety.

i
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j i

Response: L
i

l !

This is a valid concern. The root cause of the tagging error at issue was ,

a personnel error made by a plant equipment operator who placed the tags on
'

the vrong valves. This error was not detected by the IEC personnel ,

assigned to the task who were expected to verify the adequacy and placement [
lof the tagging. Verification was only made of the adequacy of the tagging

documented by the completed tag log sheet in the Automated Vork Order (A90)
package. The actual placement of the tags was not verified as correct as
required by procedure ACP 2.02C - Vork Orders.

!We vere aware of this issue prior to receipt of the Staff's notification.
As one action to prevent recurrence, all I&C personnel have been reminded
of their responsibility to verify both the adequacy and the placement of

- safety tagging. There was no safety significance to the tagging error that
was made. There were no releases as a result of this event.

A task group has been formed to review tagging errors at all three
Millstone units and provide an assessment of the level of performance of
the station regarding the quality and implementation of the tagging
program. This group vill also provide recommendations to station
management for ensuring that plant procedures and their use by our ,

employees are adequate to minimize tagging errors in the future.

This group vill present its recommendations to improve the program along ,

with an action plan for enhanced human performance to station management
for review. If appropriate, a meeting with Region I Staff vill be
scheduled at the completion of this review to discuss the results of any
actions planned.

ISSUE 122:

On or about May 29, 1991 vorkmen vere dispatched to troubleshoot a flow
problem with the plant vent stack monitor (RM 8032AB) [ sic]. At the tiae,
the "A" sample pump was running, pump "B" vas of f and flow vas as expected.
The pumps were switched to permit the workers to investigate the flov

.

'

problem. Pump "A" was stopped, but "B" did not start due to a preventive
maintenance action that was still in progress. As a result, the stack
monitor was out of service for 10-15 minutes.

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in work control are identified, please provide us with the corrective
actions you have taken to prevent recurrence and assess the significance of
the deficiencies with respect to safety.
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Response: ,t

This assertion is not valid. On May 27, 1991 a trouble report was
submitted to the Maintenance department to determine why the RM 8132 sample
fan vould not develop proper flow. Later that same evening the sample fan
was tagged out of service. On May 29, 1991 I&C personnel worked on RM i

81323, using AVO M2-91-05446, to check the lov flow problam identified on
May 27. The ' Tagging Recuired" section of the AVO indicated that a ,

|
Technical Specification action statement was involved. This entry was made |

i by the control room operator at the time the AVO vas released. |
.

| May 29, at 1310 hours, the plant entered Technical Specification actionl On
statement 3.3.3.10.a. Table 3.3-13 Action 2 for RM 8132 being out of
service. The plant was logged out of the action statement at 1740 hours
that same day. Nothing in the Shift Supervisor's log indicates this was
anything other than a planned event. Realizing that one sample pump vas

>

' out of service for preventive maintenance and that the other might have,

flow problems, it was proper to enter the action statement and
trouble-shoot the remaining pump.

Ve find no work control deficiency associated with this mainte-
nance / trouble-shooting activity. Ve vere not aware that this was an issue
of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUE 128:
P

on June 1, 1991 a vorker learned that he had been assigned duty as the
on-call I&C technician (Unit 2 Emergency plan) for a 24 hour period from
the morning of May 30 through the morning of May 31, 1991. The worker was ;

|unavare of this assignment on May 29 when he informed his supervisor that
he vould not be at vork on May 30 for personal reasons. The worker did not
pick up the department radio paging device and no one else was assigned as
his replacement. Lapses in on-call coverage such as this example occur on
a routine frequency.

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in the on-call coverage for emergency planning are identified, please

provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent
In addition, please assess the frequency and significance vithrecurrence.

respect to safety of lapses in on-call coverage by the Instrument and
Controls and Maintenance technical staffs.

Response:

This is a valid concern, of which Northeast Nuclear Energy Company (NNECO)
is well avare. A lapse in on-call coverage for this particular I&C |

Technician position did occur on May 30, 1991. Bovever, three I&C
Technicians and three Maintenance Technicians, one per unit, are on call at
any time.

I

!

i
i

l

;
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On-call schedules are published monthly and cover a period of one month and-
They are distributed at the end of each month so that thefive days.

personnel know their assignments for the upcoming month.
A person

on-call
assigned to be on-call May 30/31 vould have been made aware of that

by receiving a copy of the on-call list in late April. It isassignment
responsibility of the individual to review the list on a regular basisthe

to ensure that they pick up a radiopager on their assigned days.

Being excused from vork for personal reasons does not automatically release
an individual from on-call responsibilities. Energency Plan Implementationbut unable to fulfill

(EPIP) 4211 directs an individual on-callProceduretheir on-call obligations to arrange for a qualified-substitute themselves.
An exception to this is if a person calls in sick on the day they are to

the on-call responsibilities. Then supervision vill assign another
individual. If an individual becomes incapacitated or otherwise unable to
assume

their on-call responsibilities outside of normal working hours,
fulfill4211 directs that individual to notify the Millstone Unit No.1 Shif tEPIP Unit No. 1 Shift Supervisor(SS) who will assign the MillstoneSupervisor
Staff Assistant (SSSA) to find a qualified relief.

The purpose of the on-call Station Emergency Organisation (SEO) is to
provide augmentation of shift personnel to provide adequate and timely

to abnormal and emergency conditions. Any one system has failure
accident or breakdownresponse

probabilities, e.g., individual pager failure, auto
during response, etc. In view of this, Millstone Station has developed a
response in-depth program which provides reasonable assurance that adequate
sB0 staffing is available in a timely manner. The I&C and Maintenance
Supervisors also supplement the SE0 thereby exceeding Emergency Plan

requirements.

Lapses in on-call coverage for certain technician positions occur more
frequently than ve consider acceptable from a management perspective but
not fros a safety perspective. Ve have not had a total lapse in coverage
for any of the Maintenance or I&C technician positions this year because of

If an individual from Millstone Unit No. 2our response in-depth approach.
not respond to a radiopager message during an emergency, the Millstone

t

didUnit No.1 SSSA, upon notification by the Millstone Unit No. 2 SS, vouldIf the individual could ,

call that individual at home using the telephone. l

be reached or was not able to respond, the Millstone Unit No.1 SSSA '

contact the next person on the on-call schedule for the same positionnot
villdetermine availability to assume the on-call assignment. If necessary
the SSSA vill continue to call until a qualified relief is found. This |to

'

process limits the significance of any lapses in coverage.

NNECO has recently upgraded .the Emergency Notification System to
have been notified ofautomatically verify the on-call SEO positions that

the event (called into the station system). This enables the on-shift
communicators to make back-up calls to alternate SE0 members.emergency

SE0 position has a minimum of five trained staf f and most non-managerEach
positions have between ten and twenty. Ve have taken further steps to
strengthen the on-call assignment to the SEO, dissemination of on-call
schedules to individuals, and have a traceable means of verification:
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1. A major revision is planned to EPIP 4211 "On Call Procedure",

clarifying and strengthening the responsibilities of the Lead Managers
and on-call individuals.

2. The station's Emergency Plan Coordinator has been assigned

responsibility for asintaining and monitoring of the on-call schedule.

3. A new procedure, EPIP 4617, " Station Energency Organization Response
Verification Drill", to require a quarterly unannounced activation of
the SEO is under final reviev.

ISSUE 129:

the periodic evolution of refilling the volume controlJune 3,1991,On
(VCT) level instrument reference leg was performed in accordance withtank

procedure IC-242BF. During the reference leg fill, a worker noted an ;

unexpected increase in VCT level. Because of this unexpected increase, it
'

'

suspected that the evolution actually drained the VCT reference leg.vas
This observation was reported to supervision. Pressure in the primary ;

makeup vater supply was checked, and it was discovered that valve 2CH-195
|

in the supply path was red tagged closed instead of being in the open !

position as specified by step 6.2 of procedure IC-2428F. The valve |

check had been performed by a Plant Equipment Operator. At that ;
alignment
time the PE0 did not perform a hands-on position check of valve 2CH-195 and
failed to notice the red tag indicating the valve was closed. There was a
conflict between the work procedure IC-242BF, which required valve 2CH-195
to be open, and the requirement to prevent boron dilution during reactor
shutdown, which required the valve to be closed. j

Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies
in vork control, attention to detail, or vork procedures are identified, ,

:

please provide us with the corrective actions you have taken to prevent
and provide an assessment of the significance of the deficiencyrecurrence

with respect to safety.

Response:

In stating that .alve 2CB-195 was tagged closed, as required to prevent I

boron dilution during reactor shutdown, the assertion is accurate.
with the I&C and Operations personnel involved have determinedInterviews

that there was a miscommunication regarding whether or not the valve lineup
had been completed. The Plant Equipment Operator (PEO) had not previously
told the I&C technician that the valve lineup had been completed when he
was informed that the valve had been found closed.

The importance of complete and precise communications is stressed regularly
to Millstone Unit No. 2 operators, and examples of intra- and inter-
departmental communication shortcomings are used in training and counseling !

|sessions.

1

i

i

.__ _
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As this was the required valve position for the reactor conditions, and |
9

iprocedure IC 2428F is designed to ensure that the reference leg filling
evolution does not adversely impact the VCT level indication process, there
was no safety significance involved. Ve vere not aware that this was an
issue of concern prior to receipt of the Staff's letter.

ISSUg 130:

On May 31, 1991, during the replacement of a local pressure indication gage
PIB167 in the condensate recovery system a worker was issued the wrong part
(diaphrags isolated liquid filled gage [ sic)) to replace a conventional
gage that was already in service. Instrument and Controls supervision is
responsible to verify plant and equipment conditions, such as replacement
part suitability before authorizing vork on a system.

i
Request:

Please discuss the validity of the above assertions. If any deficiencies

are identified, please provide us with the corrective actions you have
taken to prevent recurrence and provide an assessment with respect to
safety of the deficiency.

Response:
>
I

The issue of the vrong gauge being issued to be installed is accurate. The
difference in gauge type vas noted by the instrument specialist and he
obtained and installed the correct model gauge. :

Issuing replacement parts is not a normal activity for the first-line
supervisor. Typically, replacement parts are identified and dravn from
those maintained in stock. In this case the parts vere kept in the I&C ,

shop and the box in which the parts vere stored was mislabeled. The
supervisor mistook the diaphragm isolated gauge as one appropriate to be
installed in this application.

'

There is no safety significance to this event. The pressure gauge monitors
the discharge pressure of the auxiliary steam system condensate recovery
tank. This systes has no safety function and the proper gauge was |
identified and installed. For safety-related systems, the parts required
for maintenance are obtained from the Stores Department via a Material
Issue Form which documents traceability of the parts issued. No additional
action to prevent recurrence, other than review of the ' issue with the
supervisor, is planned.

After our review and evaluation, ve find that these issues did not present
any indication of a compromise of nuclear safety. Ve recognize the need to
strive for a higher level of performance in these areas and we are
aggressively working toward that objective. Ve appreciate the opportunity

!
.
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to respond and explain the basis of our actions and we appreciate your
granting additional time beyond the original 30 days for us to complete our
vork. Please contact my staff if there are further questions on any of
these matters.

Very truly yours,

NORTHEAST NUCLEAR ENERGY COMPANT

/ ,

E. J.~ Kroczka V
Senior Vice President

;

cc: V. J. Raymond, Senior Resident Inspector, Millstone Unit Nos. 1, 2,

and 3
E. C. Venzinger, Chief, Projects Branch No. 4, Division of Reactor )
Projects

.E. M. Kelly, Chief, Reactor Projects Section 4A '

J. T. Shedlosky, NRC, Millstone Nuclear Power Station ;

!
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APPENDIX 4.0,

M RECORD OF ALLEGATION PANEL DECISIONS !
bin %b hSITE: PANEL ATTENDEES:

ALLEGATION NO.: 6-M4 |3 O Chairman - (M(qQins ;

(o!6f4 / (Mtg'.M2345) !DATE: Branch Chief -

PRIORITY: High Medi Section Chief (AOC) -

hfma4! bb&b ( Db)SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE: Yes No Others -

CONCURRENCE TO CLOSE0VT: OD BC SC bCh\[c k

CONFIDENTIALITY GRANTED: Yes No odeae, b ~'

(See Allegation Receipt Report) g g3}t

IS THEIR A DOL FINDING: Yes No

IS CHILLING EFFECT LETTER ARRANTED: Yes No

HAS CHILLING EFFECT L ER BEEN SENT: Yes No
.!

HAS LICENSEE RESPD ED TO CHILLING EFFECT LETTER: Yes No

ACTION: :

I) (OOM W[ k k-bl- b M 7 4 twr N a /hdy ,
I () / !

2) .
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r.

3)

?

4) !

5)

i
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RECCRD OF ALLEGATICN FANEL CECTSIONS

SITE: /A ,- 5 ou__ PA.NEL ATTENDEES: j

ALLEGATION NO.: 82-9 /-4-Ol31 Chairman - %> in , ,%q <

'uu
CATE: 12 3:34jg1 (Mtg.h2345) Branen Chief -

1

h SectionChief(AOC)-Lelh/ERICRITY: Hign Mecium

SAFETY SIGNIFICANCE: fes h Unknown Ot.a.ers-C.b;k[h |

CONCURRENCE TO CLCSECUT: CD SC @ bapkh
e,w Bd Nwethy

Recort)h
CCNFICENTIALITY GRANTED: Yes
(See A11egat :n Receip

IS THEIR A COL FINDING: Yes No
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::::.- , : . . :.:.. :::.:.N .c :h 1 . v. G ,. do. a .c e.ti .i sic......so ..... . . ..
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|
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